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NEW QUESTION: 1
Two groups of users within the same dial plan need different
features enabled; the first group requires access to voice
preview, whereas the second group must not have voice preview
enabled.
How should you accomplish this?
A. Create a new UM dial plan with voice preview disabled.
Disable Unified Messaging for the second group of users and
re-enable UM with the new dial plan.
B. Create a new UM mailbox policy with voice preview disabled
within the original UM dial plan. Update the UM mailbox policy
for the second group of users.
C. Create a new UM dial plan with voice preview disabled. Edit
the dial plan settings for the second group of users and assign
them to the new UM dial plan. Disable voice preview within the
dial plan.
D. Create a new UM mailbox policy with voice preview disabled.
Assign the new UM mailbox policy to a new UM dial plan, and
update the UM dial plan for each user in the second group.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following wireless protocols could be vulnerable
to a brute-force password attack? (Select TWO).
A. WPA2-PSK
B. WPA - LEAP
C. WPA - EAP - TLS

D. WEP
E. WPA - CCMP
F. WPA2-CCMP
Answer: A,B

NEW QUESTION: 3
You are mastering the company database, with SQL Server 2008
computer named SQLDB. The function of the SQLDB is to perform
transaction log backups and so on.SQL1 should be reset by
another administrator using the tool of SQL Server Surface Area
Configuration.
You should see that SQL1 no longer runs the maintenance tasks
automatically. On SQLDB, You should make sure the tasks of the
maintenance are finished without menWhich is the correct
answer?
A. You should reset the Web service to log on by using the role
of administrator.
B. You should reset operate a full backup of the master
database by hand.
C. You should reset the server so that the SQL Server Agent
service starts automatically.
D. You should reset SQLDB to use Windows Integrated
authentication.
Answer: C
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